
Experience the incredible value of
Bernstein pianos, combining high
performance with great price. This best-
selling model offers superbly rich European
tone with excellent dynamics and touch
control. Hands down the best baby grand
piano on the market!
Gloss white RRP $18,995.

BERNSTEIN BABY 151

$ 17,980

* TRADE INS WELCOME *

Valid till 30th

March 2024

unless sold outGrand Pianos

9872 5122    381 Canterbury Road, Ringwood  www.musicland.com.au 

Pre-loved current model. Rich
European tone and excellent playing
response. Gorgeous dark walnut gloss
cabinet in excellent condition. 

BERNSTEIN 151  WALNUT

$ 15,998

Pre-Loved. Rare iconic Schimmel piano
with absolutely breathtaking looks and
a gorgeous sound to match. Beautifully
constructed in Germany and generous
174cm size. Meticulously prepared by
our technical team. Experience it
today. Please call 9872 5122 for price. 

Pre-Loved. A generous and elegant
grand piano with good bass power and
pleasant roundness in tone. Smooth
satin walnut cabinet in excellent
condition. Ideal for a large space.
Serviced, tuned and ready to enjoy. 
RRP $25,995

KAWAI KG-5C

$ 21,950
SCHIMMEL CHIPPENDALE

NEW. From this exciting front runner in
today's piano production comes a gorgeous
grand with generous tone and brilliant
clarity. Discover today’s leading piano
builder for a great playing experience. 
RRP $25995. $ 21,980

HAILUN ACADEMY CF168

Pre-Loved Korean series. Brilliantly
refurbished, bright and exciting tone
makes this quality piano ideal for
modern playing. This piano perfect for
home or studio. Excellent condition.
Be quick! LP $15,995.

BERNSTEIN 172

$ 13,950

The German Standard
Classic Series offers every luxury in tone,
touch and cabinetry. Fall in love with the
rich, expressive tonal qualities of this
multi-award winning grand piano.
Beautifully crafted in Braunschweig,
Germany. Gloss black. 

SCHIMMEL CLASSIC C 189

$ 118,850

Display model. From the world’s largest
musical instrument manufacturer comes a
compact grand, beautifully built and
ready to inspire music in your home! 
RR $12995. 

SUZUKI AG-10

The German Standard
Exceptional dynamic range, thrilling
power and superb pianistic control are
features of Schimmel's acclaimed
Konzert series. Test this piano today,
available for immediate delivery.
New Ex-Hire Model. One only. 
RR $ 198,550

SCHIMMEL KONZERT K 219

$ 11,980

New display model special. Test
today’s front runner in piano
production, providing exceptional
dynamics and clarity of tone for large
scale performance use. A brillant
concert-sized grand! 
RR $55,995. ONE ONLY

HAILUN 218 CONCERT

$ 43,950

POA

Pre-Loved. Exciting power and brilliant
projection of the rich tone. Popular
185cm size gives great string length
and soundboard size. Excellent
condition. Ideal for home or venue use. 

BERNSTEIN 185  

$ 16,995

PRE-LOVED NEW

Pre-Loved current series. Quality build
from this popular manufacturer.
Perfect lounge room size, with clear
overall tone. Excellent condition. Gloss
black, one only. 
LP $18,995.

YAMAHA GC1

$ 15,980

Pre-Loved, AS NEW. Built by highly
acclaimed manufacturer Hailun,
comes a delightful, generously size
grand ideal for all levels 
of home practice. 

FEURICH 161

$ 18,990


